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Abstract. The profile of the longitudinal development of showers produced by ultra-high
energy cosmic rays carries information related to the interaction properties of the primary
particles with atmospheric nuclei. In this work, we present the first measurement of the
average shower profile in traversed atmospheric depth at the Pierre Auger Observatory. The
shapes of profiles are well reproduced by the Gaisser-Hillas parametrization within the range
studied, for E > 1017.8 eV. A detailed analysis of the systematic uncertainties is performed
using 10 years of data and a full detector simulation. The average shape is quantified using
two variables related to the width and asymmetry of the profile, and the results are compared
with predictions of hadronic interaction models for different primary particles.
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1 Introduction
Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs) are the most energetic particles known in the
Universe. The study of the cascades resulting from their interactions with atmospheric nuclei
can provide a unique glimpse into hadronic interaction properties at center-of-mass energies
more than one order of magnitude above those attained in human-made colliders. The collision
of a UHECR with an atmospheric nucleus initiates an extensive air shower of secondary
particles developing in the traversed air mass, usually referred to as slant depth, X.
In a high-energy hadronic interaction, most of the secondary particles are pions, of which
around one third are pi0 mesons. These immediately decay into two photons and initiate an
electromagnetic cascade that is dominated by e± and γ. The charged pions, along with the
other secondary hadrons produced in smaller numbers such as kaons and protons/neutrons,
constitute the hadronic cascade. Since the interactions of e± and γ yield virtually no hadrons,
an air shower can be considered as the sum of two independent cascades: a hadronic cascade,
waning as it penetrates further in the atmosphere losing energy via the decay of neutral pions,
and an electromagnetic cascade that is constantly being fed by the hadronic counterpart. After
only a few generations the vast majority of the total energy of the primary particle has been
transferred to the electromagnetic part of the cascade.
The cascade progresses until the average energy of single e± and γ particles falls below
the critical energy at which energy is lost predominantly by collisions instead of radiative
processes. Atmospheric nitrogen molecules are excited by the passage of charged particles,
and the subsequent nitrogen de-excitation results in the emission of a quantity of fluorescence
light which is proportional to the energy lost by the shower electrons. The energy deposited
by an air shower as a function of the traversed depth is known as its longitudinal profile,
which can be measured by the detection of fluorescent light at the ground.
The integral of the longitudinal profile gives a calorimetric measurement of the shower
energy. To measure this energy, we need to estimate the full profile. A functional form must
be used to extrapolate outside the observed region. The atmospheric depth at which the
profile has a maximum, Xmax, is the variable most sensitive to the cross-section of the first
interaction and to the mass of the primary particle. The precise shape of the energy deposit
– 1 –
profile, however, has remained largely untested. This paper describes the first measurement of
the shape of the longitudinal profile as a function of traversed atmospheric depth for UHECRs
with energies above 1017.8 eV. While measured profiles for individual events often have large
uncertainties, particularly at values far from the maximum, in this work a high precision is
achieved by averaging, in energy bins, showers detected by the fluorescence detectors of the
Pierre Auger Observatory.
The motivation for this measurement is three-fold. The first is to cross-check the as-
sumption that shower profiles are well described by the currently used parametrization. The
second is to provide a new way to control the quality of the shower reconstruction for the
fluorescence detector. The third is to use the shape parameters to make new independent
tests on hadronic interaction models and analysis of primary cosmic-ray composition.
This paper is organized as follows. The Pierre Auger Observatory and the event recon-
struction procedure are described in section 2. In section 3, the functional form used to fit
the average profiles is defined, with its two variables and their interpretation. In section 4,
we show how the average longitudinal profiles are reconstructed. The analysis is validated by
comparing the average profiles obtained after full detector simulation and data reconstruction
to the ones calculated directly from the simulated energy deposits in the atmosphere. The
systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement are estimated in section 5. Finally,
the results of the fit are presented in section 6, and the shape variables measured at each
energy are compared to the expectations for proton and iron initiated showers obtained from
different hadronic interaction models.
2 Event reconstruction at the Pierre Auger Observatory
The Pierre Auger Observatory [1] is a hybrid detector, consisting of a 3000 km2 Surface De-
tector (SD) overlooked by the Fluorescence Detector (FD). The SD is composed of 1600
water-Cherenkov detectors separated by 1.5 km. The FD consists of four sites with six tele-
scopes each. The field of view of each telescope spans 30◦ in azimuth and ranges from 1.5◦ to
30◦ in elevation. Three additional telescopes called HEAT (High Elevation Auger Telescope)
cover the elevation range from 30◦ to 60◦. This range is important for showers with energies
lower than the ones studied in this paper and thus HEAT data were not used here.
The measurement of atmospheric properties is essential for the reconstruction of the air
showers measured by the detectors mentioned above. The molecular properties (temperature,
humidity and pressure height profiles) are provided by the Global Data Assimilation System
in three-hour intervals [2]. The aerosol content is monitored hourly by calibrated laser shots
from two laser facilities located near the center of the SD array, and cross-checked by LIDAR
stations at each FD site. Cloud coverage in the shower path is measured by the LIDAR and
cloud cameras at each site (every 15 and every 5 minutes, respectively), and complemented
with data from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES).
The reconstruction of shower profiles from FD data proceeds in the following steps (see
e.g. [1]). Firstly, the shower-detector plane, spanned by the pointing directions of pixels
in the shower image, is calculated. The shower axis within this plane is obtained using the
timing information of each pixel, as well as the timing of the closest SD station with signal
(hybrid reconstruction).
For each time bin, a vector pointing from the telescope to the shower is defined, and the
signals of all photomultipliers (PMTs) pointing to the same direction within a given opening
– 2 –
angle are summed. This angle is determined event-by-event by maximizing the ratio of the
signal to the accumulated noise from the night sky background.
Given the reconstructed geometry, the signal at each time bin can be converted into
an energy deposited by the shower at a given slant depth. Every time bin i is projected to
a path of length li along the shower track. The slant depth, Xi, is inferred by integrating
the atmospheric density through li. During its path from the shower axis to the FD, light
is attenuated due to Rayleigh scattering on air and Mie scattering on aerosols. The light
emitted on the shower track at time bin i can be calculated from the measured light at the
aperture corrected by this attenuation factor.
The detected photons correspond to different light emission mechanisms and can reach
the telescope directly or by scattering in the atmosphere. Fluorescence light is emitted
isotropically along the shower track. High-energy charged particles emit Cherenkov light
in a forward-concentrated beam. Even if the shower does not point directly to the detector, a
fraction of this beam will be scattered into the field of view. This fraction is calculated taking
into account the characteristics of both molecular and aerosol scattering in the atmosphere.
The Cherenkov and fluorescence light produced by an air shower are connected to the
energy deposit by a set of linear equations [3]. The profile of energy deposit as a function of
slant depth is functionally described by the Gaisser-Hillas parametrization [4],
fGH(X) = (dE/dX)max
(
X −X0
Xmax −X0
)Xmax−X0
λ
exp
(
Xmax −X
λ
)
, (2.1)
which has four parameters: the maximum energy deposit, (dE/dX)max, the depth at which
this maximum is reached, Xmax, and shape parameters X0 and λ. This function is used in
the calculation of the Cherenkov beam accumulated up to Xi, which determines the number
of Cherenkov photons seen at the aperture. The proportionality between the number of
fluorescence photons and the energy deposit is given by the fluorescence yield [5], which
depends on the molecular properties of the atmosphere. The statistical uncertainty in dE/dXi
is calculated from the Poisson uncertainty of photoelectrons detected by the photomultipliers
of the fluorescence telescopes.
The four parameters that describe the shower profile and their uncertainties are ob-
tained from a log-likelihood fit to the number of photoelectrons detected at the PMTs. The
calorimetric energy is the integral of fGH, and the total energy of the shower is estimated by
correcting for the invisible energy carried away by neutrinos and high-energy muons.
3 Average longitudinal shower profile
The maximum energy deposit of the longitudinal profile, (dE/dX)max, is proportional to the
energy of the primary particle and varies by three orders of magnitude in the energy range
studied in this work. The Xmax value of each shower is, on average, a characteristic of the
primary particle mass, but it varies greatly also for showers with the same primary, due to the
depth at which the first interaction occurs, the large phase space for high-energy interactions
and the general stochastic nature of shower development.
The focus of this work is to separate these two parameters, (dE/dX)max and Xmax, to
isolate the information contained in the profile shape itself. First, each measured shower pro-
file is normalized to its fitted (dE/dX)max. With this rescaling, all showers have a maximum
value at 1. Then, the showers are transformed to the same development stage by translating
– 3 –
Figure 1. Average longitudinal shower profiles for the selected data set, divided into the six energy
bins used in this work (see legend for limits and number of events). The data is shown with statistical
errors as a black line and an estimated bin-by-bin systematic uncertainty as a gray area.
– 4 –
the slant depth by Xmax, i.e., X ′ ≡ X−Xmax, thus all profiles are centered at zero. The nor-
malized energy deposit profile, with (dE/dX)′ ≡ (dE/dX)/ (dE/dX)max, can be described
by the Gaisser-Hillas function, written as a function of parameters R and L [6],
(dE/dX)′ =
(
1 +R
X ′
L
)R−2
exp
(
− X
′
RL
)
, (3.1)
where R =
√
λ/|X ′0|, L =
√|X ′0|λ and X ′0 ≡ X0−Xmax. In this notation, the Gaisser-Hillas
function is a Gaussian with standard deviation L, multiplied by a term that distorts it, with
the asymmetry governed by R, and thus these parameters are less correlated than λ and X0.
An equivalent parametrization as a function of the Full Width at Half Maximum, fFWHM,
and asymmetry, f , has been reached independently [7].
Note that in previous analyses by the HiRes/MIA [8] and HiRes Collaborations [9], the
energy deposit profile was constructed as a function of shower age (s = 3X/(X + 2Xmax)),
and the resulting shapes were found to be compatible with a Gaussian distribution with
standard deviation σage. This width, however, is convolved with (and dominated by) the
Xmax value1. In this work we chose to represent the profiles in atmospheric depth because it
preserves the measured event-by-event shape. Also, R and L taken from the fit to the profiles
in atmospheric depth have been shown to be sensitive to the mass of the primary cosmic rays
and to the properties of the high-energy interactions that occur at the start of the shower.
The sensitivity is kept by an average profile [10], i.e., the average shape of a sample of profiles
initiated by different primary particles is related to the average mass composition in the
sample.
4 Data selection and Monte Carlo validation
The event selection used here is based on the selection criteria developed by the Pierre Auger
Collaboration to measure the Xmax distributions [11], and is applied to data covering the
period from January 2004 to March 2015. Good weather conditions are required, with no
clouds in the sky and a measured vertical aerosol optical depth lower than 0.1 at a height
of 3 km. A good hybrid geometry reconstruction is essential for the profile reconstruction:
only events with at least one triggered water-Cherenkov detector closer than 1500 m from the
core, and for which the probability of detecting both proton and iron primaries is above 95%,
are accepted. On the measured longitudinal profile, strict cuts are made: at least 300 g/cm2
must be observed, including the Xmax depth, for which the expected resolution must be less
than 40 g/cm2. A fiducial field of view is defined to guarantee a uniform acceptance over a
range in Xmax that covers the majority of the Xmax distribution. Moreover, to minimize the
amount of Cherenkov light, the minimum angle between the shower axis and the pointing
vector of any of the pixels with signal has to be larger than 20◦.
In this work, two additional selection cuts with respect to the criteria developed in [11]
were applied. When showers cross two telescopes, differences in alignment cause time residuals
in the geometry fit, as the distance to the shower estimated by both telescopes is different. The
estimation of the atmospheric attenuation depends on the distance and, therefore, also the
1Shower age is defined as s(X ′) = 1+ 2X
′
3Xmax−X′ . As L is the profile width in depth, a relation between σage
and L can be found by making X ′ = ±L in the previous formula. Doing the derivative with respect to L and
Xmax, we find that
(
∂σage
∂L
∆(L)
)
/
(
∂σage
∂Xmax
∆(Xmax)
)
= Xmax∆(L)
L∆(Xmax)
≈ 1/6, where ∆ stands for the proton-iron
difference in each variable. So the majority of the composition separation in σage comes from Xmax.
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Figure 2. Average longitudinal shower profile for simulated events with energies between 1018.8 and
1019.2 eV. The profiles for proton and iron are shown in blue and red, respectively. In the bottom plot,
the ratio of reconstructed profiles to the generated ones is shown.
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Figure 3. Average longitudinal shower profile for data events with energies between 1018.8 and
1019.2 eV. The measured normalized energy deposit is shown in black. The colored regions (detailed
in the legend) represent the average fraction of direct and scattered Cherenkov light in the photons
measured at the telescope aperture, computed in the individual shower reconstruction.
energy deposit is affected. Large residuals were found in one of the telescopes (Coihueco 6),
so events in which the profiles were measured using this telescope are excluded. Also, events
for which the pixel time-fit used to determine the shower axis yielded very large reduced χ2
values (above 5) are excluded. The first cut affects approximately 3% of the events (649),
while in the second only two events are excluded.
In total, 21532 events are selected for analysis. These are divided into six energy bins.
The shower profiles are constructed in 10 g/cm2 bins in X ′, in which each energy deposit is
accumulated with a weight corresponding to the inverse of its squared error. The average
profiles for all energies are shown in figure 1.
The reconstruction and analysis of the average longitudinal shower profiles was validated
with a full detector simulation for energies between 1017.8 and 1020 eV with proton and iron
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Figure 4. Measured average longitudinal shower profiles for energies between 1018 and 1018.2 eV
(left) and between 1018.8 and 1019.2 eV (right). Data is shown in black, together with the Gaisser-Hillas
fit to the profile. The residuals of the fit are shown in the bottom insets.
as primary particles. Comparing simulated and reconstructed showers an excellent agreement
is found for the central part, but reconstruction increasingly deviates for negative X ′, and
a lower bound should be set for the analysis. At depths beyond Xmax, showers lose most
of the primary information, but the later parts of the profile are necessary to measure the
profile width. An upper bound should maximize the relative importance of the profile start
while keeping the statistical uncertainty on L and R below the proton/iron separation. While
no detailed optimization was attempted for this first measurement, common bounds for all
energies were set at [−300,+200] g/cm2, fulfilling the above requirements.
Figure 2 shows the generated and reconstructed profiles for proton and iron simulations
for energies around 1019 eV; figure 3 shows the data reconstruction for the same energy bin,
together with the different light components along the profile. Note that the chosen fit region
is dominated by fluorescence light, directly proportional to the shower energy deposit along
X.
The shower profiles are fitted with equation 3.1, leaving all parameters unconstrained.
In addition to R and L, the normalization and the maximum position are allowed to vary
around (dE/dX)′ = 1 and X ′ = 0g/cm2 to account for possible effects of smearing due to
Xmax resolution and bias in the energy deposit. The results for data are within the predictions
from full-detector simulation of showers, i.e., at all energies the normalization is unitary within
0.5% and the maximum position is within ±1 g/cm2.
The values of the shape parameters obtained by fitting the average profile at generator
level and after full detector simulation and shower reconstruction are compatible for all en-
ergies above 1018 eV, with a larger difference for the first energy bin (1017.8 to 1018 eV) – but
even at this energy the fitted values are always within 0.005 for R and 2 g/cm2 for L. The
values of R and L for data are corrected by the average bias obtained from proton and iron
simulations, and half of the correction is added as systematic uncertainty.
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R L [g/cm2]
Atmosphere 0.030 5.5
Light components & fit 0.018 3.3
Geometry 0.018 2.2
Detector 0.012 1.8
Bias correction & Energy scale 0.010 1.0
Total 0.040 7.3
Statistical 0.012 0.9
Table 1. Breakdown of systematic uncertainties for R and L. Uncertainties are energy dependent
and asymmetric, so only the largest value is reported.
5 Systematic uncertainties
The reconstruction of longitudinal profiles from the measurements at the FD requires several
steps with which systematic uncertainties are associated. This section describes the effects
we have considered, which are summarized in table 1.
Atmospheric conditions play a crucial role in the propagation of the light from the shower
to the fluorescence detector [12]. Several systematic uncertainties related to this process were
studied. They included the impact of possible patches of clouds in the sky, differences found
when separating data by the seasons of the year, and uncertainties in the overall aerosol
content and its height dependence. The atmospheric aerosol attenuation, τA(h), is measured
hourly with the central laser facility [13, 14]. The measurement compares the number of
photons detected on the FD (as a function of height) in a given laser run with the one detected
on a clear reference night. The aerosol height profile on the shower path can be calculated
from τA(h), but has two main sources of uncertainty: the determination of the aerosol profile
on the reference night (which is fixed for all showers) and the propagation of the uncertainty
on the laser measurement at the FD to the path to each air shower (which varies from
bin to bin and depends on geometry and atmospheric conditions). The uncertainty related
to the estimation of the aerosol content was found to be the largest in this work, yielding
approximately a ±0.02 and ±5 g/cm2 uncertainty in R and L, respectively.
The uncertainties in the determination of the different light components were also con-
sidered. First, the reconstruction was repeated changing the fluorescence and Cherenkov yield
values within their uncertainties (4% and 5%, respectively), and accounting or not for the
multiple scattering corrections. Then, the data was separated according to the fluorescence
fraction of the event, which gave a larger systematic difference. When only showers with
fluorescence fractions lower than 90% (the average value for the analyzed sample) are used,
the resulting average profile is 2 g/cm2 larger in width, L, while the change in R is negligible.
The fit of the longitudinal profile of individual events is constrained in the integral of the
normalized longitudinal profile, by an energy dependent value taken from shower simulations.
Furthermore, the Gaisser-Hillas parameters are constrained by X0 = −121 ± 172 g/cm2 and
λ = 61 ± 13 g/cm2, values found previously in a small ensemble of very high-energy events
with long tracks in the FD for which the unconstrained fit was possible [11]. The uncertainty
in the estimation of the profile constraints was propagated in the reconstruction by shifting
the central values by their standard deviation. This contribution is relatively more important
in L (around 3 g/cm2) than in R (0.01).
The reconstructed shower geometry is given first by the zenith and azimuth angles
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Figure 5. R (left) and L (right) as a function of energy. The data are shown in black, with the
vertical line representing the statistical error and the brackets the systematic uncertainty. Hadronic
interaction models simulated with CORSIKA are shown (see legend), with full lines being proton and
dashed lines iron predictions.
of the shower-detector plane, and then the shower axis is defined by distance, angle and
time references. All these five parameters are varied within ±1σ to obtain the systematic
uncertainty associated with the reconstructed shower geometry. To ensure the quality of the
reconstruction, the dependence of R and L on the zenith angle or distance from Xmax to
the telescope was also studied, but was found to be small and contained in the geometric
systematic uncertainty of around 2 g/cm2 in L and 0.02 in R.
The effect of the uncertainty in telescope alignment was also considered. One of the
telescopes had been previously excluded from the analysis by looking directly at residuals in
the timing at the crossing between telescopes. Smaller effects were tested by studying the
telescope-to-telescope difference of the reconstructed shape. These are smaller than other
systematic uncertainties, but at the level of 0.012 in R and 1.8 g/cm2 in L.
Finally, the uncertainty of the energy scale of 14% [15] and the previously described
proton-iron discrepancy from the bias correction are also added, but they are small (below
1 g/cm2 in L and 0.01 in R) in comparison with the previously described ones.
The uncertainties vary with energy and are asymmetric. Table 1 shows the largest value
for each category, and table 2 shows the total error per energy bin.
6 Results
The fit of data profiles with the Gaisser-Hillas parametrization is shown in figure 4. The fitted
function follows the data points through the depth range used in this work, [−300,+200] g/cm2,
with residuals within the statistical uncertainties. This is the first experimental demonstra-
tion that the Gaisser-Hillas parametrization is an accurate functional form to describe the
central part of UHECR longitudinal profiles above 1017.8 eV at 1% accuracy.
The values of R and L obtained from the fit for the six energy intervals studied are
shown in table 2, along with their energy dependent statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The average energy and number of events, N , in each bin are also listed for reference.
The existing hadronic interaction models give different predictions for the shape vari-
ables. CORSIKA [16] was used to simulate proton, helium, nitrogen and iron showers with
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R L [g/cm2]
Energy [eV] 〈log10[E/eV]〉 N 〈value〉 stat. syst. 〈value〉 stat. syst.
1017.8 - 1018.0 17.90 7829 0.260 0.006 +0.039−0.040 226.2 0.4
+5.7
−4.9
1018.0 - 1018.2 18.09 5648 0.244 0.007 +0.037−0.039 227.6 0.4
+5.6
−4.5
1018.2 - 1018.5 18.33 4780 0.252 0.007 +0.035−0.037 229.1 0.5
+5.6
−4.3
1018.5 - 1018.8 18.63 1907 0.267 0.009 +0.034−0.035 231.4 0.7
+6.2
−4.1
1018.8 - 1019.2 18.97 1026 0.264 0.010 +0.033−0.034 233.3 0.8
+7.0
−4.0
> 1019.2 19.38 342 0.264 0.012 +0.023−0.035 238.3 0.9
+7.3
−4.0
Table 2. R and L values for each of the measured energy bins, along with the statistical and
systematic uncertainties.
the EPOS-LHC [17], QGSJetII-04 [18] and Sibyll2.3c [19] models. The evolution of R and
L with energy, along with their respective systematic and statistical uncertainties, is shown
in figure 5. Both the asymmetry, R, and the width, L, in data agree well with the predicted
values for all models. For the asymmetry, all models give similar predictions, and the results
seem to point to the composition becoming heavier with energy, although current system-
atic uncertainties still hinder any composition claim. For L, data is consistent with a linear
increase with log10(E/eV). L is compatible with the predictions of Sibyll2.3c for all composi-
tions, but points to a lighter composition if compared with the other two models, that predict
smaller values of L.
To understand better the interplay of the two measured variables, it is interesting to see
the results in the (R, L) plane for two fixed energies (figure 6). In these plots, all composition
scenarios are represented (as a combination of proton, He, N and Fe) for a given energy. For
all models, proton has a lower R and larger L than iron, so moving from the top left to
the bottom right points within a given model, makes the transition from lighter to heavier
primaries. It is interesting, however, to note that the areas have different shapes: some
models predict, at a given energy, a smaller L for proton than for Helium, while others do
the opposite.
Since R and L are experimentally correlated, these plots provide a smaller phase space
within which to constrain the predictions of the hadronic interaction models. In figure 6,
for the 1018 eV energy bin (left), it can be seen that the average value in data is in the area
occupied by most models for a light composition, while at 1019 eV (right) it is within the
predictions for intermediate mass primaries.
Within the current experimental resolution, the data are fully compatible with most
composition scenarios at the 2σ level for all models. It is, however, interesting to note that
Sibyll2.3c occupies a different phase space than the other two post-LHC models, indicating
that a higher precision measurement of the profile shape could provide a test on the hadronic
interaction models.
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Figure 6. L vs R for the energy bin 1018 to 1018.2 eV (left) and from 1018.8 to 1019.2 eV (right). The
inner dark grey ellipse shows the fitted value for data and its statistical uncertainty, and the outer
light grey line the systematic uncertainty. For each hadronic model proton, helium, nitrogen and iron
showers were simulated and average profiles were built making all possible combinations. Each of
the points represents the value of R and L for a given model and composition combination, so the
phase space spanned by each model is contained in its respective colored area. Pure proton is, for
each model, on the upper left side (low R and high L) and the transition to iron goes gradually to
the lower right side.
7 Summary
In this work, the Pierre Auger Observatory has been used to measure the average shape of the
longitudinal profile of air showers. The method was first validated in a full detector simulation
of proton and iron primaries, which showed that reconstructed and simulated profiles are in
very good agreement for all energies above 1017.8 eV. The average longitudinal profiles as a
function of atmospheric depth of ultra-high energy cosmic rays have been presented for the
first time. They are well described by a Gaisser-Hillas function throughout the fitting range
chosen, -300 to +200 g/cm2 around the shower maximum, to a 1% level precision.
The systematic uncertainties contributing to the measurement were estimated, and we
found that the uncertainty in the atmospheric aerosol content is the main factor affecting
the shape of the reconstructed longitudinal profile. In fact, the variations of L and R values
obtained when dividing the sample according to different detection conditions are all within
the range allowed by the atmospheric uncertainty. The validation of the profile shape around
the shower maximum increases our confidence in its use for the determination of the shower
calorimetric energy and of the Xmax parameter.
The two shape parameters measured in this work were compared with model predictions
and found to be compatible with most mass composition scenarios at the two sigma level.
However, different hadronic models predict shape parameters which span different regions in
the (R, L) plane, even when considering all possible mass compositions. Therefore, a future
measurement of the average longitudinal profile shape with smaller systematic uncertainties
could provide constraints on high-energy interaction models.
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